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Role of polar side chains in Li+ coordination
and transport properties of polyoxetane-based
polymer electrolytes†

Ryansu Sai, Kazuhide Ueno,* Kenta Fujii, Yohei Nakano, Naho Shigaki and
Hiromori Tsutsumi*

Lithium ion conducting polymer electrolytes (PEs) have been the subject of intense research for lithium

metal battery applications. Here, we investigate the effects of polar side chains on Li+ coordination

and ionic transport properties to gain insights for improving the insufficient conductivity of traditional

ether-based solid PEs. Poly(trimethyleneoxide)-based (or polyoxetane-based) polymers with ether or

nitrile groups were synthesized by ring-opening polymerization. The thermal, ionic transport, and

electrochemical properties and the local structure of Li+ coordination were studied in the presence of

lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)amide (LiTFSA). The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the PEs with

ether side chains increased with increasing LiTFSA content, whereas the PEs with the nitrile functionality

showed the opposite trend at higher salt concentrations. In addition to the unique trend for the Tg

values of the PEs in the presence of LiTFSA, the nitrile groups played pivotal roles as coordination sites

for Li+ ions in the first coordination shell and as a polar medium to increase the permittivity of the PEs.

These characteristics of the nitrile groups can endow PEs with improved ionic transport properties.

1. Introduction

Polymer electrolytes (PEs) have been the subject of intense
research as ion-conducting materials for lithium battery appli-
cations owing to their favorable features, including good
mechanical properties, non-flammability, processability, and
flexibility. In particular, lithium-conducting solid PEs (dry PEs)
have attracted much interest as solid electrolytes for lithium
metal secondary batteries because the solid PEs can physically
suppress or even mitigate cell failure caused by dendritic
growth of the metallic lithium anode upon repeated charge–
discharge.1 Polyethyleneoxide (PEO) has been generally employed
as a matrix for PEs since the discovery of the ionic conduction of
PEO-based PEs of alkali metal salts, where ether oxygens coordi-
nate to metal cations when dissolving the metal salts.2,3 However,
PEO-based PEs containing a lithium salt show a relatively low
ionic conductivity of 10�6–10�4 S cm�1 at room temperature, and
a Li transference number below 0.5 because of strong coupling
between the segmental motions of the ethylene oxide (EO) chains
and the mobility of Li+ ions. These ionic transport properties

do not meet the rigorous performance demands for practical
applications; thereby, attempts to improve the ionic transport
properties of PEs involve highly branched polymer architec-
tures,4,5 single-ion conducting PEs,6 polymer-in-salt systems,7,8

and addition of inorganic fillers9 and anion receptors.10

Poly(trimethyleneoxide) (PTMO), also called polyoxetane, is
another linear polyether capable of solvating metal ions to yield
ion-conducting PEs. Quantum chemical studies of Li+ binding
to polyalkyloxide predicted that the energy barrier for Li+

transport between the coordination sites in PTMO is smaller
than that in PEO, although the binding energy of PTMO with
Li+ is comparable to or slightly larger than that of PEO with
Li+.11 Kerr et al. reported that PEs with trimethyleneoxide
(TMO) groups in the side chains had better ionic conductivity
than PEs with EO groups at low temperatures.12 A recent study
using the dynamic bond percolation model in combination
with a long-timescale atomic MD simulation suggested that
alternating copolymer P(EO–TMO) exhibits faster Li+ diffusion
than PEO, whereas Li+ diffusion is much slower in the PTMO
homopolymer because of the low coordination site density and
slow hopping rate among the coordination sites.13 The thermal
and donor properties of PTMO are comparable to that of PEO;14

thus, PTMO and its derivatives can be used as an alternative
matrix to PEO for PEs.

Furthermore, four-membered ethers (i.e., oxetanes) are more
chemically stable than three-membered cyclic ethers (i.e., epoxides);
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thus, various functional groups can be readily introduced into the
oxetane monomeric structure, and simple cationic ring-opening
polymerization yields functionalized polyoxetane-based PEs.
Ye et al. prepared polyoxetane-based functionalized homo- and
copolymers. The PEs containing lithium salts showed a very high
ionic conductivities of 0.28 mS cm�1 for the linear copolymer
with oligoethylene oxide and nitrile groups in the side chains15

and 0.74 mS cm�1 for a hyperbranched form with oligoethylene
oxides16 at 80 1C. Our group also reported polyoxetane-based PEs
with nitrile17 and tris(cyanoethoxymethyl)18 groups; the high
ionic conductivities of these PEs were likely caused by enhanced
dissolution of the lithium salt via Li+ coordination with nitrile
functionalities.

We prepared two different polyoxetane-based PEs bearing
ether or nitrile groups in their side chains. Polyoxetane-based
PEs with nitrile groups in the previous study17 were revisited to
investigate the role of the polar side groups in the coordination
structure of Li+ and the ionic transport properties in more
detail. The local structure of Li+ ions in the PEs with different
salt concentrations was studied by Raman spectroscopy.
Spectroscopic analysis enabled us to estimate the coordination
number of each functional group and the counter anion of the
lithium salt. The effects of the polar side chains on the ionic
transport properties were also elucidated in terms of the
diffusion coefficients of the ions (measured by pulsed-field-
gradient (PFG) NMR) and the ionic conductivity. To demonstrate
the potential application in lithium metal batteries, we also
investigated the electrochemical anodic and cathodic stabilities
of polyoxetane-based PEs.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Preparation of monomer

The monomers, 3-(2-cyanoethoxymethyl)-3-ethyloxetane with
a nitrile group (CEO) and 3-ethyl-3-methoxymethyloxetane with
an ether group (EMO) were prepared from 3-ethyl-3-hydroxy-
methyloxetane (EHO) according to a reported procedure.15,19

CEO was synthesized by Michael addition. EHO (23.0 mL,
0.202 mol) was mixed with acrylonitrile (24.0 mL, 0.366 mol)
in pure water (50 mL) containing a 20% tetraethylammonium
hydroxide solution (2.6 mL) as a catalyst, and the mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 22 h. The reaction mixture was
extracted with chloroform and the solution was washed with
water. After the solution was dehydrated with magnesium sulfate,
volatile chloroform was removed using a rotary evaporator. The
residue was distilled under reduced pressure (124 1C, 1 mmHg).
Yield: 23.3 g, 68%.

CEO 1H NMR (d, ppm from trimethylsilane (TMS) in CDCl3):
0.90 (t, 3H, JCH3–CH2

= 7.5 Hz, –C�H3), 1.76 (q, 2H, JCH2–CH3
=

7.5 Hz, –C�H2–CH3), 2.44 (t, 2H, JCH2–CH2
= 6.25 Hz, –C�H2–CH2–CN),

3.63 (s, 2H, –C–C�H2–O–), 3.72 (t, 2H, JCH2–CH2
= 6.43 Hz, –CH2–

C�H2–CN), 4.45 (dd, 4H,J–CH2–O–CH2– = 6 Hz, ring, –C�H2–O–C�H2–).
EMO was synthesized from EHO (20 mL, 0.176 mol), methyl

methane sulfonate (18 mL, 0.212 mol), and 8.41 g of 40–60 wt%
sodium hydride (B0.21 mol). Sodium hydride dispersed in mineral

oil was washed with hexane prior to use. The above reactants were
stirred in 300 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF) in an ice bath for 3 h,
and then at room temperature for 16 h. THF was removed from the
reaction mixture using a rotary evaporator. The remaining solution
was diluted with dichloromethane, and the solution was washed
with water. The organic extract was dehydrated with magnesium
sulfate, and dichloromethane was removed by distillation. The
residue was distilled under reduced pressure (55 1C, 64 mmHg).
Yield: 7.59 g, 33.1%.

EMO 1H NMR (d, ppm from TMS in CDCl3): 0.89 (t, 3H,
JCH3–CH2

= 7.25 Hz, –C�H3), 1.74 (q, 2H, JCH3�CH2
= 7.33 Hz,

–C�H2–CH3), 3.40 (s, 3H, –O–C�H3), 3.51 (s, 2H, –C–C�H2–O–),
4.42 (dd, 4H, JCH2–O–CH2

= 5.75 Hz, ring, –C�H2–O–C�H2–).

2.2. Preparation of the polymer

CEO and EMO were polymerized using a ring-opening cationic
polymerization (ROCP) using boron trifluoride diethyl etherate
(BF3�Et2O) as an initiator. The molar ratio of the monomer
(20 mmol) to the initiator (0.4 mmol) was adjusted to 50 : 1. The
monomer was dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane; then, BF3�Et2O
was added to the solution (total volume: 5 mL). The polymeri-
zation was performed under an Ar atmosphere at 0 1C in a salt
ice bath for 5 h and 1 h for CEO and EMO, respectively. The
ROCP was quenched using 5 mL of a 4 mol dm�3 NaCl/1 mol dm�3

NaOH aqueous solution. Chloroform was then added to the
resulting solution, and the mixture was washed with water.
The organic phase containing the polyoxetanes was concentrated
by rotary evaporation. The residual viscous solution was poured
into a large amount of 2-propanol and methanol for polymerized
CEO (PCEO) and EMO (PEMO), respectively, to reprecipitate the
polyoxetanes. The polymers were finally collected by filtration
using a glass filter and dried at 60 1C under vacuum overnight.
PCEO and PEMO were obtained in 47.3% and 71.5% yields,
respectively. The successful ROCP was further confirmed by
1H NMR as the disappearance of double-doublet signals
(d = B4.4–4.5 ppm for the monomers) of methylene protons in
the four-membered ring structure for the oxetane monomers. The
chemical structures of PEMO and PCEO are shown in Fig. 1.

PCEO 1H NMR (d, ppm from TMS in CDCl3): 0.86 (t, 3H,
JCH3–CH2

= 7.5 Hz, –C�H3), 1.40 (q, 2H, JCH2–CH3
= 7.33 Hz,

–C�H2–CH3), 2.59 (t, 2H, JCH2–CH2
= 6 Hz, –C�H2–CH2–CN), 3.23

(s, 4H, –C–C�H2–O–), 3.36 (s, 2H, –C–C�H2–O–), 3.62 (t, 2H,
JCH2–CH2

= 6.25 Hz, –CH2–C�H2–CN).
PEMO 1H NMR (d, ppm from TMS in CDCl3): 0.84 (t, 3H,

JCH3–CH2
= 7.5 Hz, –C�H3), 1.37 (q, 2H, JCH2–CH3

= 7.5 Hz, –C�H2–CH3),

Fig. 1 Matrix polymers: (a) PEMO and (b) PCEO.
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3.19 (s, 3H, –O–C�H3), 3.23 (s, 2H, –C–C�H2–O–), 3.29 (s, 2H,
–C–C�H2–O–).

2.3. Preparation of the polymer electrolytes

PEs were prepared by mixing the polymer and 1 M LiTFSA in
THF; then, the mixtures were heated under vacuum to com-
pletely remove the solvent. In this report, the molar ratio of
the repeating monomer unit to LiTFSA is represented as ‘‘a’’
(a = 40, 30, 20, 10, 5, and 3) for PEMOaLiTFSA and PCEOaLiTFSA.
The complete dissolution of LiTFSA was confirmed by transparent
appearance of PCEOaLiTFSA even at higher salt concentrations.
Due to their white-turbidity based on higher crystallinity of the
host polymer, the dissolution of LiTFSA in PEMOaLiTFSA was
confirmed by a linear relationship between integral intensity of
Raman band for TFSA anions and the concentration of LiTFSA.
The concentrations of LiTFSA (cLi) were estimated using the
corresponding monomer densities (0.917 g cm�3 for EMO and
1.005 g cm�3 for CEO) and the reported density of molten LiTFSA
(1.970 g cm�3). The high temperature data of the density of
molten LiTFSA20 was extrapolated to room temperature. For
calculating the density of the PEs, the additivity of the volumes
of the monomers and LiTFSA was assumed.

2.4. Measurements
1H NMR spectra of the synthesized substances were recorded
using a FT-NMR spectrophotometer (JNM-LA-500, JEOL). The
molecular weight of the polymers was measured using a
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) system (SCL-10AVP,
LC-10ADVP, DGU-12A, CTO-10AVP, and RID-10A, Shimadzu)
with a column (GPC Linear LF-804, Shodex). GPC was performed
using THF as the eluent and polystyrene standards for column
calibration.

A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC7020, HITACHI) was
used to determine the melting point (Tm) and glass transition
temperature (Tg). A small amount of the PEs (B10 mg) was
hermetically sealed in an aluminum DSC pan. The samples
were first heated to 120 1C, cooled to �120 1C, and heated again
to 120 1C at a heating/cooling rate of 10 1C min�1. The second
heating scan was recorded as the DSC thermogram of the
samples. Tg was determined as the onset of the heat flow step.

Raman spectra of the PEs were measured by a laser Raman
spectrophotometer (MRS-3100, JASCO) with a 532 nm laser. The
PE was sealed between two glass plates with a rubber spacer
(thickness = 5 mm) in an Ar-filled glove box to avoid moisture
adsorption. Raman spectra of PCEOaLiTFSA and PEMOaLiTFSA
were measured from 500 to 2400 cm�1 and from 500 to 1600 cm�1,
respectively, with a resolution of 4 cm�1. The obtained spectra were
normalized based on the methylene vibration of the polyoxetanes
(1390–1520 cm�1) and were analyzed with commercially available
software for peak fitting (PeakFitt version 4.12, SeaSolve Co.).
A pseudo-Voigt function was used for peak deconvolution.

Ionic conductivity of the PEs was measured by impedance
spectroscopy using an LCR meter (3532-80 chemical impedance
meter, HIOKI). The PE was placed between two stainless
steel electrodes separated by a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
spacer, and the conductivity cell was thermally equilibrated in a

thermostatic bath at each temperature for 1 h before the
measurements. PEMOaLiTFSA with a low LiTFSA ratio (i.e.,
high ‘‘a’’ value) formed a self-standing membrane; the con-
ductivity was measured without a PTFE spacer.

Self-diffusion coefficients of the ions in PCEO5LiTFSA or
PEMO5LiTFSA were determined by PFG-NMR at 80 1C using a
modified Hahn spin-echo sequence incorporating a sinusoidal
PFG in each t period. 7Li and 19F spectra were measured for
lithium cations and TFSA anions, respectively. In this measurement,
the value of the time interval between the two gradient pulses (D)
was set to 50 ms, and the duration of the field gradient (d) was
adjusted to a constant value. The magnitude of the field gradient
(g, 0–13 T m�1) was varied for recording the attenuation of the spin-
echo signal intensity (S). Self-diffusion coefficients, DLi and DF, were
determined according to the Stejskal–Tanner equation,21

ln(S/S0) = �g2g2d2D (4D � d)/p2, (1)

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio and S0 is the initial echo
signal intensity.

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and cyclic voltammetry (CV)
were performed (scan rate of 1 mV s�1) to study the anodic
and cathodic electrochemical stabilities, respectively, with an
electrochemical measurement system (HZ-5000, Hokuto Denko) at
70 1C. For anodic LSV, lithium metal foil was used as the counter
and reference electrodes and a stainless steel disk was used as the
working electrode. For CV measurements, lithium metal foil was
used as the counter and reference electrodes and a Ni disk was
used as the working electrode.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Thermal properties

Synthesized PEMO was obtained as a white solid powder
whereas PCEO was an only slightly yellowish, sticky solid.
Table 1 summarizes the molecular weight and thermal properties
of the polymers, where Mn is the number average molecular
weight, Mw is the weight-average molecular weight, Mn/Mw is the
polydispersity index, and DH is the enthalpy of fusion derived from
the crystalline phase. Successful ROCP yielded high molecular
weight polymers. For PCEO, the optimized synthetic procedure
allowed us to obtain higher molecular weight than that reported
in our previous work (Mn = 8600).18 Both polymers were semi-
crystalline, and the Tm and Tg values of synthesized PEMO and
PCEO were higher than Tm (20 1C) and Tg (�71 1C) of plain PTMO,
–(CH2CH2CH2O)n–,14 suggesting that introduction of the side
substitution group affected the thermal properties of the poly-
oxetanes. The crystallinity of PEMO and PCEO appears to be not

Table 1 Molecular weights (Mn and Mw), polydispersity index (Mw/Mn), and
thermal properties (Tg, Tm, and DH) of the synthesized polymers

Molecular weight Thermal characteristics

Mn [g mol�1] Mw [g mol�1] Mn/Mw [�] Tg [1C] Tm [1C] DH [J g�1]

PEMO 3.76 � 105 8.81 � 105 2.34 �36.3 73.6 34.2
PCEO 4.56 � 104 1.08 � 105 2.37 �18.3 55.0 10.8
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high because their DH values were much lower than the reported
DH of PEO with high crystallinity (160–200 J g�1).22 PEMO had
higher Tm and DH values than PCEO (Table 1), indicating that
PEMO is more prone to forming a crystalline phase. The lower
crystallinity of PCEO is probably due to the longer side chains with
nitrile groups that sterically hinder packing of the polymer chains
into the regular forms necessary for crystallization. In contrast, the
Tg of PCEO was higher than that of PEMO. The dipole–dipole
interactions between the polar nitrile groups likely increase the
cohesive energy of PCEO, leading to a higher Tg.

Tm was observed at 73–75 1C in the thermograms of
PEMOaLiTFSA, except for a highly concentrated sample (a = 3);
however, DH decreased with increasing salt concentrations
(ESI,† Table S1). For PCEOaLiTFSA, Tm was not discernible,
even at low salt concentrations (a o 20), probably because of
the intrinsic low-crystallinity of PCEO. Fig. 2 shows the Tg of the
PEs as a function of the molar ratio of possible interaction sites
and LiTFSA in the PEs ([O] + [CN])/[Li]; the nitrile group was
counted in addition to the oxygen atoms in the main and side
chains for PCEO. For comparison, literature data for PEOaLiTFSA
and PTMOaLiTFSA are shown in Fig. 2.23,24 The Tg values of
PEOaLiTFSA and PTMOaLiTFSA increase with increasing Li salt
concentrations because of the formation of an ionically cross-
linked structure via coordination of Li+ ions with ether moieties
in the polymer main chains (complexation). Although the
change in Tg of PEMOaLiTFSA was less obvious than that of
the reported PEOaLiTFSA system, Tg gently increased as LiTFSA
was added to PEMO. The upward tendency of Tg was very
similar to that of PTMOaLiTFSA. The gradual dependence of Tg

on the salt concentration was also observed for comb-type
polyoxetanes.12 At higher Li salt concentrations, the Tg of
PEMOaLiTFSA approached the reported Tg value of PEOa-

LiTFSA, suggesting a dense cross-linking between PEMO chains
by Li+ ions.

Interestingly, the Tg of PCEOaLiTFSA increased only marginally
at lower salt concentrations, but was remarkably reduced at
higher salt concentrations (Fig. 2). In our previous work,17 we
also reported that Tg of oligomeric PCEOaLiClO4 and PCEOa-

LiTFSA decreased with increasing Li salt concentration, implying
that the decrease in Tg is independent of molecular weight of
PCEO and type of Li salts. This opposite trend for Tg at higher salt
concentrations was rarely observed for polyether-based PEs.
However, a similar decrease in Tg with the addition of Li salt
has been reported for polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based PEs, especially
at high salt concentrations as for polymer-in-salt systems. Forsyth
et al. reported that the Tg of PAN decreased from 80 1C (for pure
PAN) to 50 1C with the addition of lithium triflate.25 The signi-
ficant decrease in Tg from 43 1C (for pristine polymer matrix) to
�22 1C was also observed for a copolymer of acrylonitrile and
butyl acrylate, poly(PAN-co-BuA), in the presence of LiTFSA.26 This
plasticizing effect was interpreted because of highly dissociative Li
salts interacting with –CRN moieties, which weakened the
dipole–dipole interactions between the polymer chains. Likewise,
the coordination of Li+ ions with the nitrile groups of PCEO
contribute to the unusual lowing of Tg for PCEOaLiTFSA, despite
ether-based PEs.

3.2. Coordination structure of Li+ ions

Raman spectra were measured for the polyoxetane-based PEs
with difference salt concentrations to study the Li+ coordination.
Fig. 3a shows Raman spectra of PCEOaLiTFSA from 2200 to
2320 cm�1. Pure PCEO showed a single peak at 2249 cm�1

assigned to CRN stretching vibrations. With the addition of
LiTFSA, the intensity of the band at 2249 cm�1 decreased, whereas
a new band emerged at 2277 cm�1 and its intensity increased.
Similar peak shift of the CRN stretching vibration was also
observed in IR spectra of oligomeric PCEO-based PEs with
different Li salts.17 Given that the CRN stretching band of
acetonitrile (MeCN) shifted to higher wavenumber by 23 cm�1

upon coordination of Li+ ions,27 this new band can be assigned
to the CRN stretching mode of the nitrile groups that interact
with Li+ ions in PCEOaLiTFSA. Even at the highest salt concen-
tration studied here (a = 3; that is, the molar ratio of the nitrile
groups and Li+ ions cCN/cLi = 3), the original band at 2249 cm�1

was still observed, suggesting that some of the nitrile groups
remained uncoordinated in PCEOaLiTFSA.

Concentration-dependent Raman spectra were analyzed to
elucidate the coordination of Li+ ions with the nitrile groups.
As shown in Fig. 3b, the experimental spectrum is well explained
by deconvolution of the Raman spectra into four bands located at
2249, 2253, 2264, and 2277 cm�1 over the whole concentration
range; however, curve fitting the two bands at 2249 and 2277 cm�1

failed to reproduce the experimental data accurately. In this study,
we assigned the lower bands at 2249 and 2253 cm�1 to the
uncoordinated, free nitrile groups, while the higher bands at
2264 and 2277 cm�1 were due to the nitrile groups bound to Li+

ions. In previous studies, the uncoordinated CRN stretching
mode of MeCN was also explained by the combination of
two bands.27 Although there is controversy as to whether the
lower second band for MeCN is due to dimerization or a

Fig. 2 Tg as a function of the molar ratio of possible interaction sites and
LiTFSA in the PEs ([O] + [CN])/[Li] for PEOaLiTFSA (’), PTMOaLiTFSA (}),
PEMOaLiTFSA (K), and PCEOaLiTFSA (m). Tg values for PEOaLiTFSA and
PTMOaLiTFSA were obtained from ref. 23 and 24, respectively.
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‘‘hot band,’’28 we employed the two-band approach for fitting
the peak of the uncoordinated nitrile functionality in PCEO. For
the bound nitrile groups, ab initio calculations of Li+(MeCN)x

clusters predicted that variation of the CRN stretch of
Li+(MeCN)x from that of isolated MeCN was +10 cm�1 at x = 1
and +20 cm�1 at x = 3, 4.27 Therefore, the deconvoluted middle
band at 2264 cm�1 and the band at 2277 cm�1 in PCEOaLiTFSA
can be attributed to the bound nitrile groups.

The sum of the integrated intensities of the lower two bands,
If(CN) = I2249 + I2253, is related to the concentration of the
uncoordinated, free nitrile groups (cf(CN)) in PCEOaLiTFSA:
If(CN) = Jf(CN)cf(CN), where Jf(CN) is the molar Raman scattering
coefficient of the free nitrile moieties because cf(CN) = cCN � nCNcLi,
where nCN denotes the coordination number of the nitrile group to
Li+ ions and cCN is the total concentration of the nitrile groups.
Thus, the following relationship holds,

IfðCNÞ
cLi

¼ JfðCNÞ
cCN

cLi
� n

� �
¼ JfðCNÞ a� nCNð Þ: (2)

Fig. 4 shows If(CN)/cLi plotted as a function of a (=cCN/cLi) for
PCEOaLiTFSA. The linear least-square fitting provides Jf(CN)

and nCN from the slope and the intercept, and the nCN value
is 0.9 � 0.7. This indicates that one nitrile group is coordinated
to Li+ ions on average, but Li+ ions were also coordinated by
other sites, such as oxygen atoms in PCEO and TFSA anions
because the coordination number of Li+ ions is 4–5 in electrolyte
solutions and PEs.29,30

Fig. 5a and b shows Raman spectra from 710 to 780 cm�1 for
PEMOaLiTFSA and PCEOaLiTFSA. The observed bands in this
range can be assigned to the CF3 bending vibration coupled
with the S–N stretching vibration of TFSA anions. The band at
739–742 cm�1 corresponds to a solvent-separated ion pair
(SSIP) or a spectroscopically free TFSA anion, whereas the band
at 745–755 cm�1 results from TFSA anion bound directly to Li+

ions in the form of a contact ion pair (CIP) or an aggregate
(AGG).31 The spectra are asymmetrically shaped, even at lower
salt concentrations for PEMOaLiTFSA (Fig. 5a and b), suggesting
that different TFSA species (i.e., free or bound) coexisted in the
oxetane-based PEs.

To estimate the coordination number of TFSA (nTFSA), curve-
fitting was performed using two bands at 739 and 745 cm�1,
respectively (Fig. S1, ESI†). The integrated intensities of the two
bands for TFSA, I739(TFSA) and I745(TFSA), can be written as
I739(TFSA) = J739(TFSA)c739(TFSA) and I745(TFSA) = J745(TFSA)c745(TFSA),
where J739(TFSA) and J745(TFSA) are the molar Raman scattering
coefficients of each band. c739(TFSA) = (1 � nTFSA)cLi and c745(TFSA) =
nTFSAcLi are the concentrations of TFSA in form of spectroscopically
free or SSIP and CIP or AGG, respectively. With the reported ratio of
the molar Raman scattering coefficients, J745(TFSA)/J739(TFSA) = 0.9,32

we obtained the following two relationships,

0.9I739(TFSA) + I745(TFSA) = J745(TFSA)cLi, (3)

I745(TFSA) = J745(TFSA)nTFSAcLi. (4)

As shown in Fig. 5c and d, the plot of 0.9I739(TFSA) + I745(TFSA)

vs. cLi gives a straight line, except for the highly concentrated
samples of PEMO3LiTFSA and PCEO3LiTFSA (indicated by gray
plots in Fig.5 (c) and (d)), and J745(TFSA) was obtained from the
slope of the linear fitting. Thus, the averaged nTFSA can be
estimated from the plot of I745(TFSA) vs. cLi using the obtained
J745(TFSA). This analysis yields nTFSA = 0.33� 0.01 and 0.30� 0.04
for PEMOaLiTFSA and PCEOaLiTFSA, respectively. Therefore, a
similar proportion of TFSA anions coordinated to Li+ ions in form

Fig. 3 Raman spectra of the nitrile group in PCEOaLiTFSA (2200–2320 cm�1)
at room temperature, (a) dependence on Li salt concentration (pure and
a = 3–40) and (b) typical result after deconvolution of the spectrum for a = 5.

Fig. 4 If(CN)/cLi plotted as a function of a (= cCN/cLi) for PCEOaLiTFSA.
The solid line represents the least-square linear fitting.
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of CIP or AGG in both PEMO and PCEO in this concentration
region on average. Many of TFSA anions remained uncoordinated
or in form of SSIP in which Li+ ions were mainly coordinated by
nitrile groups and/or ether oxygens in the PEs. At the highest
concentration of PCEO3TFSA, nTFSA can be estimated to a higher
value in Fig. 5d, suggesting that the fraction of bound TFSA
anions increased at higher salt concentration. For PEMO3LiTFSA,
the plot based on eqn (3) in Fig. 5c largely deviated from the
linear fitting line, so that we did not estimate nTFSA. This may
arise from incomplete dissolution of LiTFSA in PEMO at the
highest salt concentration. Because it is difficult to discern free
TFSA anion from SSIP by Raman band at 739 cm�1, nTFSA was not
discussed in correlation with ionic dissociation in the latter
section.

Oxygen atoms in both the main chains and the side chains
also have the potential to coordinate Li+ ions. Raman bands
between 800 and 900 cm�1 have been assigned to a mixture of
modes for CH2 rocking vibrations and C–O–C stretching vibra-
tions, which are very sensitive to their conformational change
upon Li+ coordination.33,34 Although there were discernible
changes in the spectra after addition of LiTFSA (Fig. S2, ESI†),
the Raman spectra in this range were very complicated because

of the crystallinity of the polymers at lower salt concentrations
and the significant band overlap in both PEMOaLiTFSA and
PCEOaLiTFSA. Hence, we did not perform further spectroscopic
analyses of the Raman spectra in this range. Instead, the
coordination number of oxygen atoms (nO) in both the main
chains and the side chains can be roughly estimated from nCN

and nTFSA by taking the total coordination number of Li+ of
4–5 into account: nO = 3–5 and 2–4 for PEMOaLiTFSA and
PCEOaLiTFSA, respectively.

The above results indicate that mixed coordination occurred
in the polyoxetane-based PEs, particularly in PCEOaLiTFSA.
Given the number densities of each coordination site and the
Gutmann donor number (DN) of low molecular solvent models,
MeCN (DN = 14.1 kcal mol�1),35 ethers (DN = 15–20 kcal mol�1),35

and TFSA anions (DN = B10 kcal mol�1),36 it is reasonable that
the Li+ coordination with the polyoxetane-based oxygen atoms
was more dominant than the nitrile groups and TFSA anions in
PCEOaLiTFSA.

3.3. Ionic transport

Except for semi-crystalline PEMOaLiTFSA with Tm below room
temperature (a 4 3), the prepared PEs did not form a rubbery

Fig. 5 Raman spectra (710–780 cm�1) at room temperature for (a) PEMOaLiTFSA and (b) PCEOaLiTFSA. The integral intensities plotted as a function of cLi

for (c) PEMOaLiTFSA and (d) PCEOaLiTFSA. The solid lines represent the least-square linear fitting based on eqn (3) and (4).
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solid membrane but were sticky mixtures. However, a self-
standing membrane can be readily prepared by introducing
either a physical or chemical cross-linking point on the polymers.
Here, we employed both semi-crystalline PEMOaLiTFSA and the
polyoxetane-based sticky PEs to focus on the effects of the polar
side chains on the ionic transport properties.

Fig. 6 shows the concentration dependence of ionic con-
ductivity (s) at 30 1C and above the Tm of the PEs. The estimated
molar conductivity (Lest), which was calculated by dividing
conductivity at each temperature by cLi at room temperature,
were also shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†). For PEMOaLiTFSA, the ionic
conductivity and Lest continued to increase upon addition of
LiTFSA at 30 1C. Although the increase in Lest with increasing
salt concentrations can be interpreted by Fuoss–Kraus theory
for triple ion formation in low polar solvents,37 the decrease in
the crystallinity of PEMO would be predominantly responsible
for the increased conductivity as evidenced by lower DH of
melting at higher salt concentration in Table S1 (ESI†). The
ionic conductivities of semi-crystalline PEMOaLiTFSA increased
by 2–3 orders of magnitude upon melting at 77 1C because
the ionic conduction was severely restricted in the immobile
crystalline phase of PEMOaLiTFSA. Above Tm (77 1C), the ionic
conductivity and Lest reached a maximum at 1/a = 0.2 (a = 5),
and then slightly decreased with further increases of the salt
concentration. The convex-type behavior of the ionic conductivity
is likely typical for liquids and PEs. The increase in the ionic
conductivity at lower salt concentrations was due to the increase
in the carrier density. The more pronounced dissociation with
increasing the salt concentration was first proposed by Cavell and
Knight for tributylammonium picrate in 1,2-dichloroethane.38

In previous studies on ether- and PEO oligomer-based liquid

electrolytes of LiTFSA, the degree of dissociation was also found
to increase with increasing salt concentrations.39,40 Likewise,
the increase in charge carrier was probably attributed to the
increase in the degree of dissociation in PEMO because Lest

also increased with an increase in the salt concentration at
lower concentrations (Fig. S3, ESI†). The slight decrease in the
ionic conductivity at higher salt concentrations was attributed
to the decreased mobility of the ions that were associated with
the increase in Tg, as shown in Fig. 2.

The ionic conductivity of PCEOaLiTFSA continued to
increases upon addition of LiTFSA up to 1/a = 0.333 (a = 3),
irrespective of temperature. The increase in the ionic conduc-
tivity at concentrations lower than 1/a = 0.05 was due probably
to the increase in the carrier density (associated by increase
in Lest and thus dissociation degree) in a similar way to
PEMOaTFSA as mentioned above (Fig. S3, ESI†). Because the
Tg of PCEOaLiTFSA decreased with increasing the salt concen-
tration (Fig. 2), the increase in ionic mobility can be a cause
for further enhancement of the conductivity at higher salt
concentrations. However, almost independent Lest values on
the salt concentration (Fig. S3, ESI†) suggest that the increase
in the density of the ionic carrier was likely the dominant factor
for the increased ionic conductivity. Similar conductivity increases
with increasing salt concentrations were recently reported for
poly(PAN-co-BuA)-LiTFSA26 and poly(ethylenecarbonate)-lithium
bis(fluorosulfonyl amide) (LiFSA)41 PEs, in which the Tg of the
PEs also decreased with increasing salt concentrations.

The conductivity of PCEOaLiTFSA was lower than that of the
previously reported oligomeric PCEOaLiTFSA (0.73 mS cm�1

at 70 1C), probably due to larger molecular weight.17 Among
the PEs studied, however, the highest conductivity values for
PCEOaLiTFSA were on the order of 10�4 S cm�1 above Tm (70 1C),
which is comparable to those of the reported PEs, such as
poly(PAN-co-BuA)-LiTFSA and poly(ethylenecarbonate)-LiFSA,
although it was reduced by one order of magnitude at 30 1C. Note
that PCEOaLiTFSA had a higher conductivity than PEMOaLiTFSA
despite the higher Tg value of PCEOaLiTFSA at a lower salt
concentration, suggesting that the nitrile functionality in PCEO
played an important role in enhancing the ionic conductivity.

To elucidate the ionic transport in the PEs, the self-diffusivity of
Li+ cations and TFSA anions were measured by PFG-NMR. The
ionic transport properties of PEMO5LiTFSA and PCEO5LiTFSA
were measured at 80 1C (Table 2). Interestingly, DLi and DF were
higher but the ionic conductivity was lower for PEMO5LiTFSA.
Self-diffusion coefficients were simply determined as an average
(or equilibrated) value for a time scale of NMR measurements
without distinguishing either ionic species or neutral ion-pairs/
clusters. The molar conductivity ratio (L/LNE) has been employed
for liquid electrolytes to estimate how much the diffusion of ionic
species effectively contributes to the ionic conduction or apparent
degree of dissociation.42,43 Here, L is the molar conductivity, and
LNE can be calculated from the ionic self-diffusion coefficients of
cations (D+) and anions (D�) using the Nernst–Einstein equation:

LNE ¼
F2

RT
Dþ þD�ð Þ;

Fig. 6 Ionic conductivity of the PEs as a function of LiTFSA content
(1/a = [Li salt]/[monomer unit]) at 30 1C and above Tm (PEMOaLiTFSA:
77 1C, PCEOaLiTFSA: 70 1C).
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where F is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. For the PEs, D+ and D� denote DLi and DF,
respectively. In this work, the estimated molar conductivity (Lest)
was used instead of L. Lest/LNE for the PEs were lower than
reported L/LNE (B1) of a PEO oligomer electrolyte with LiTFSA.44

This may be due to less polar trimethylene oxide main chains in
PEMO and PCEO compared with ethylene oxide chains in PEO
although L/LNE for the present PEs should be underestimated as
Lest/LNE. Lest/LNE for PCEO5LiTFSA was higher than PEMO5TFSA
(Table 1). This indicates that the diffusion of the Li and TFSA
species contributed more effectively to the ionic conduction in
PCEO5LiTFSA.

Given the low molecular solvent models, ether solvents
generally have high DN values (B15–20 kcal mol�1) but relatively
low dielectric constants (e = 7–8) that can cause ionic association
between solvated Li+ ions and TFSA anions.45 With such ether
solvents, a cation–anion correlative diffusion notably occurs in
dilute LiTFSA solutions, as predicted by MD simulations.46

Previous studies of LiTFSA-based liquid electrolytes in ether
solvents39 and ammonium salts in 1,2-dichloroethane47 sug-
gested that the degree of dissociation decreased with decreasing
salt concentrations. This is the opposite of the behavior of
traditional electrolyte solutions in polar solvents, but is likely
typical for electrolyte solutions in low polar solvents. A similar
scenario would also hold for PEMO5LiTFSA. In contrast, MeCN,
as a model of the nitrile groups, has a high dielectric constant
(e = 37.5) and moderate DN value. Therefore, ionic dissociation
can be more pronounced in PCEO because of the nitrile groups.

The tLi value can be approximated by the equation tLi =
DLi/(DLi + DTFSA) using the self-diffusion coefficients of Li+ (DLi)
and TFSA (DTFSA), although this value may also be affected by
contributions from transient neutral species. In comparison to
the reported tLi (B0.2) for PEO-based electrolyte having similar
Mn, both PEs showed higher tLi.

48 This is possibly interpreted
as lower L/LNE than that of PEOLiTFSA: a correlative motion of
Li and TFSA in PEMO and PCEO can result in higher tLi.

44

However, PCEO5LiTFSA had higher tLi and Lest/LNE values than
PEMO5LiTFSA. In PEMO5LiTFSA, Li+ mobility was more prone
to coupling with the segmental motion of the oxetane main
chains by Li+ coordination. As suggested by the coordination
structure studied in terms of nCN and nO, entrapment of Li+

ions by the oxetane main chains can be mitigated by the
nitrile groups, and partial Li+ coordination by the more freely
moving nitrile side chains can afford a higher tLi value for
PCEO5LiTFSA.

The nitrile groups not only serve as a partial coordination
site for Li+ ions in first coordination shell, but also increase
the polarity in the PEs. These two characteristics of the nitrile

groups in PCEO would be closely correlated with the enhanced
ionic transport properties.

3.4. Electrochemical stabilities

The electrochemical oxidation and reduction stabilities are
important properties for battery applications. Fig. 7a shows
the LSV curves on a stainless steel electrode for PCEO5LiTFSA at
70 1C. Typical PEO-based PEs are not stable at this potential
because the ether moieties are oxidized around 4.0 V vs. Li/Li+.
Similarly, the apparent oxidative current begins to flow at 4.3 V
vs. Li/Li+ in PCEO5LiTFSA, which is attributed to the oxidative
decomposition of the ether moiety in PCEO. The nitrile func-
tionality did not appear to affect the oxidative stability.

CV was also used to study the cathodic stability on a nickel
metal working electrode. Fig. 7b shows CVs of PCEO5LiTFSA
measured at a scan rate of 1 mV s�1 at 70 1C. We confirmed the
reversible Li deposition/stripping in the polymer solutions: the
cathodic current observed at potentials below 0 V vs. Li/Li+ is
due to lithium deposition, and the anodic current in the reverse
scan corresponds to the lithium stripping reaction. At the 1st
cycle, additional cathodic peaks were observed at 0.4, 0.7,
and 1.2 V vs. Li/Li+, suggesting cathodic decomposition of
PCEO5LiTFSA. a-Hydrogen abstraction of the nitrile functionality
in proximity to the electrode surface is perhaps one of the factors
responsible for cathodic decomposition. However, the cathodic
current became less prominent within several scans (Fig. 7b).
Similar voltammograms were also obtained for oligomeric

Table 2 The ionic transport properties of poly(oxetane)-based PEs at
80 1C

s [10�5

S cm�1]
DLi [10�11

m2 s�1]
DF [10�11

m2 s�1]
Lest/LNE

[�]
tLi

[�]

PEMO5LiTFSA 4.33 2.88 4.28 0.02 0.40
PCEO5LiTFSA 13.9 1.24 1.50 0.16 0.45

Fig. 7 Electrochemical stability of PCEO5LiTFSA. (a) LSV curves of a
Li/PCEO5LiTFSA/SUS cell and (b) CV cycles of a Li/PCEO5LiTFSA/Ni cell
at 70 1C.
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PCEO-based PEs with different Li salts.17 Consequently,
PCEO5LiTFSA exhibited a relatively wide electrochemical window
of B4.3 V after several scans.

4. Conclusions

We studied the role of polar side chains in Li+ coordination and
transport properties of polyoxetane-based PEs by comparing
PCEO containing a nitrile group with PEMO containing an
ether group. Raman spectroscopy revealed that mixed coordi-
nation occurred in the polyoxetane-based PEs, particularly in
PCEOaLiTFSA. PCEO with the nitrile groups provided several
nontrivial features for enhancing the Li+ transport properties
via partial Li+ coordination with the nitrile groups: (i) unusual
decrease in Tg with an increase in lithium salt concentration,
(ii) higher ionic conductivity (on the order of 10�4 S cm�1 at
80 1C) and transport number of Li, and (iii) higher degree of
dissociation of Li salts because of the high dielectric constant
of the nitrile moiety. We also confirmed that the nitrile groups
did not have more adverse effects on the electrochemical
stabilities of the polyoxetane-based PEs than the PEO-based
PEs. The electrochemical stability (electrochemical window
from 0 to 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+) of the polyoxetane-based PEs allows
for applications in 4 V-class lithium ion batteries; the battery
performance is now under investigation and will be published
elsewhere. Most PEs reported here did not form solid membranes;
therefore, preparation of freestanding PE films is the next
challenge toward battery applications. This project is also
currently underway.
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